INTRODUCTION
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GENERAL PRECAUTIONS
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MAKING TEXT

Switching Upper Case/Lower Case

Making Two Line Text

Entering Symbols
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DESIGNING LABELS

Setting [Size]

Setting [Width]

Setting [Style] (Vertical)

Setting [Style] (Horizontal)

Setting [Underline/Frame]

Setting [Tab]

Setting [Tab Length]

Setting [Label Length]

Setting [Auto Format]

PRINTING LABELS

Text Preview

Feeding (Tape Feed)

Printing

Using [Print Option]
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COMPLETED LABELS
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USEFUL FUNCTIONS

Memory (Favorites)

To Print:

To Open:

Function Shortcuts
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REFERENCE

Troubleshooting

Accessories

Specifications
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1 PREPARATION

2 OPERATION

3 CREATING LABELS

4 COMPLETED LABELS

[GETTING STARTED]
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[CREATEING LABELS]
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[REFERENCE]
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